
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1184

“Lin…Lin Zuo, congratulations to this couple, this is not true, I must

be dreaming!”

Zhu Yun only felt that his brain was blank.

His idol, the god he believes in, the great forest seat!

They are friends with Lin Fan and his wife!

But he did everything possible to kill the dog and the man. How could

Lin Zuo accept him in this way?

now!

He was kicked out by the Dragon Tiger Legion, was downgraded to

one star, and was even dismantled by the White Tiger!

This is simply losing the madam and breaking down!

And this is all because he is enemies with Lin Fan and his wife! Mobile

terminal:

He finally understands why Bai Yi would look down on him, so that

Lin Zuo sent someone to congratulate him, and how could he fall in

love with a small Samsung warrior?

He, it’s a shit!

Zhu Yun’s face suddenly filled with deep regret.

And just now!

The Blood Dragon God of War suddenly turned his head and stared at

Zhu Yun coldly:

“Zhu Yun, you are a military officer, but you have not changed after

you teach! Repeatedly insulted Miss Bai Yi and Mr. Lin, this completely

angered Lin Zuo!

” Therefore, Lin Zuo hereby ordered you to be expelled from the

military forever, and you will no longer be a Chinese soldier in the

future! ”

Boom!

Some words are like thunder!

Everyone in the room sucked in air-conditioning, and they couldn’t

believe their ears.

OMG!

Just because he insulted this rubbish couple, made Lin Zuo angry?

What is the relationship between these two people and Lin Zuo!

At this time, the old man Bai was about to regret his intestines, and his

face was already covered with tears of regret.

not real!

This is not true!

My granddaughter actually knew Lin Zuo, one of the four major army

seats?

With this kind of relationship, the Bai family can use her power to

reach the peak of China’s power and become China’s No. 1 giant!

But he swept Bai Yi out, and even declared him an enemy!

This is extremely stupid!

And the Bai family who had insulted Lin Fan before, was also shaky at

this time, almost collapsed to the ground on the spot, and regretful

expressions appeared on his faces.

They know what they missed!

“God of War, don’t fire me! I know it’s wrong. For my conscientious

work over the years, please help me plead with Lin Zuo!”

Zhu Yun crawled to the front of the Blood Dragon War God, already

crying and unceasingly. The kowtow begged.

He is the star of the Legion and has a promising future. How could he

fall here?

If he is expelled from the military, his life will be completely over!

just!

The Blood Dragon God of War sighed helplessly, lowered his voice

and said in Zhu Yun’s ear:

“If you offend someone else, maybe I can still beg for you, but you

shouldn’t be offended. Lin Zuo! ”

What!

Zhu Yun was dumbfounded, only feeling that he was about to faint.

Offend Lin Zuo?

What a joke!

How can he have the guts to offend Lin Zuo?

Then, he suddenly thought of a terrifying possibility, Lin Zuo… Lin

Fan?

boom!

Immediately, his brain seemed to burst, pointing at Lin Fan in disbelief,

and then staring at the Blood Dragon God of War with horror.

The Blood Dragon God of War glanced at him deeply, then nodded his

head with a complicated expression.

understood!

Everything is understood!

Zhu Yun wanted to laugh, wanted to laugh loudly, laugh at his

ignorance and stupidity!

It turns out that Lin Fan is the god he has admired for many years!

And he, unconsciously trying to snatch the woman from the forest

seat!

Is he worthy?

How can a woman of a lion fall in love with a dog?

Now, his arrogance has angered Lin Zuo, and it has also caused him to

ruin his future and become a useless person!

Okay!

Very good!

puff! ! !

Next moment!

Under the horrified eyes of everyone, Zhu Yun was anxious, and

immediately spit out a mouthful of blood.

Then the whole person fell back weakly and passed out completely.
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